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yet become the norm in all parts of New Castile at that time (Navarro 
Tomas 1964). Now that Madrid has become yeista (with rare exceptions}, 
the merger has become the urban norm for the rest of the country so that 
younger speakers consider the maintenance of the distinction old-fash
ioned and/ or rustic. As one scholar puts it, in the minds of many, it is 
thought of as "un rasgo rural del que hay que desprenderse como de 
'abarcas o alpargatas" (Lorenzo 1966, 26).33 In South America also, it is 
spreading as an urban norm in places which formerly had distinguished 
the two phonemes, as in Bogota, for example (Montes Giraldo 1969). 

The Structure of the Syllable and Syllable-Final Consonants 

The preponderance of open syllables in Spanish from earliest times, and 
th~ drive to make all syllables as open as possible had had a continuous 
effect on syllable-final consonants. A number of consonant groups were 
simplified in Late Latin (chapter 3), thus producing even more open sylla
bles, and, as we saw in the previous chapter, the last wave of syncope that 
eliminated all posttonic vowels except for / a/ in earliest Castilian, pro
duced a number of new closed syllables in medieval Spanish. For the most 
part, those closed syllables which ended in permissible consonants (sibi
lants, liquids, and nasals) have remained until today (pp. 200-02). 

With regard to the nasals, there has been a general assimilation to the 
point of articulation of the following consonant. Thus, we find that the 
early forms like comde, comdessa, limde, semda all became conde, con
dessa, linde, senda. In the case of the bilabial fricative /b/ , there was a 
further weakening of pronunciation so that by the fourteenth century, the 
bilabial had become in essence a semivowel: cabdal, cabdiello, debda, 
cibdad were usually caudal, caudillo, deuda, ciudad. If the vowel preced
ing the B was a back vowel, the semivowel was absorbed: cobdo > codo, 
dubdar > dudar. In the case of bebdo 'drunk' < BIBITU, there has been a 
shift of accent with the semiconsonant becoming /o/, beodo.34 The group 
/-dg- / has continued as before, although with the establishment of the 
new interdental fricative the former DG is now spelled ZG, e.g., juzgar 'to 
judge' < judgar. 

Neutralization of /-l/ and /-r/ 

Very early there are some signs that syllable-final liquids were being 
merged. Some examples from Mozarabic documents in the twelfth century 

33 Lorenzo speaks of how the tone set by Madrid has spread to other cities: "La conquista 
casi absoluta de Madrid para el yeismo, de! que nos defendemos romanticamente escasos 
representantes, hace posible .. . conquistas espectaculares, como la que se advierte en al
gunos islotes practicamente sometidos a la influencia masiva de los yeistas, pero rodeados de 
tierra 'irredenta " ' (1966, 26): 

34 The special development of beodo can possibly be explained by the existence of the verb 
embebdar 'to get drunk', in which the sequence -eud- would have been incompatible with a 
pretonic position (Malkiel 1975-76 , 486). If this conjecture is acceptable, then the adjective 
must have developed in close association with the verb. 
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are Arbarez for Alvarez, Balnegrar for Valnegral, menestrare for menes
tral, carrascal for carrascar, senar for senal (the last two examples from 
the Fuero de Madrid, dated before 1202) (Lapesa 1980, 385). From the 
thirteenth century we find arcarde along with alcalde (1246, Ocana). 
Given the paucity of examples and the fact that these early examples all 
involve words in which there are at least two liquids, perhaps what we see 
is a dissimilation rather than a true neutralization. Something similar is 
seen in the metathesis of /r/ and /1/ in some semilearned words, milagro 
'miracle' < OSp . miraglo < MIRACULU , peligro 'danger' < OSp. periglo < 
PERICULU . Dissimilation is evident in a later example sometimes consid
ered important because associated with a famous poet. The last will and 
testament of Garcilaso in 1529 specifies that he was to be buried in San 
Pedro Marti[ for San Pedro Martir. Most of the other examples from the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries involve words with at least two liquids. 

When, however, we find solviendo for absorbiendo in 1448, and come[ 
for comer in a manuscript of 1521, Aznal for Aznar in 1525, al<;obispo for 
ar<;obispo and silven for sirven in 1576, and especially when the final /-r/ 
is omitted altogether as in examples like haze for hazer (1498, Tenerife), 
quexame for quexarme (1568-69, Mexico), servid6 for servidor (1560, 
Arequipa), repatimento for repartimento (1560, Quito), muje for mujer 
(1586, Quito), etc., plus words ending in a vowel but written with a final 
-R, it is clear that we are dealing with another phenomenon. The weaken
ing of the pronunciation of /-1/ and /-r/ had reached a point in some 
areas that they were no longer clearly distinguished in syllable-final posi
tion. The resulting articulation may be similar to that of the lateral in other 
positions. Thus , in modern Andalusia a commonly found realization of the 
archiphoneme of liquidity is simply an alveolar fricative [J], an alveolar 
flap [r], more rarely a multiple trill [r:] or an alveolar lateral [l]. Even rarer 
are a fricative somewhere between a lateral and an alveolar fricative [; ], a 
pharyngeal aspirate [h], a semivowel [i], a palatal lateral [l], or a cacuminal 
lateral[!] (ALEA, T. 6, map 1720). Similar realizations are found in America. 

The Aspiration of Syllable-Final /-s / 

Related, in part at least, to the preceding phenomenon is the weakening 
of syllable-final /-s / into an aspiration which may eventually become so 
weak that it disappears. The earliest written examples so far are a number 
of words from the late fifteenth century which omit the final -s of the 
plurals, e.g., mandamo (1467), juego vedados, todas la otras (1499) (Frago 
Gracia 1985, 298). A frequently cited form is from an autograph note by 
Fernando Colon, the son of the admiral, in which the name Sophonisba is 
written Sofonifa (Lapesa 1980, 387). The F written for SB may reflect both 
the aspiration of the /-s/ > [-h] and its subsequent unvoicing of the voiced 
bilabial fricative, to [r,.o]. Increasing evidence of a weakening of the articula
tion of /-s / is found in documents from the end of the sixteenth and the 
beginning of the seventeenth centuries . In 1550 is found para que vo lo 
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digan with vo for vos (Frago Gracia 1985, 298). In 1575 a letter written by a 
musician from Toledo spells muestra twice as muetra. Twenty years later 
another manuscript omits final /-s / in a number of words: la puertas, los 
maestrasgo, la casas , etc. Letters written by persons from Seville in 
America show a loss of final / -s / from the middle of the sixteenth century 
onward: los quale (1556), soy for sois (1560), vos enbiaste (1560) for vos 
embiastes, decanso, decisey, quedavadi, etc. for descanso, dieciseis, and 
queddbades (1568-69). Such examples indicate that the weakening and 
loss of final /-s / so characteristic today of Andalusia and much of Spanish 
America, must have been well established at least among the lowest social 
classes by the end of the sixteenth century .35 Undoubtedly more examples 
can be found by further examination of early documents. 

The origin and causes of this particular shift have not been extensively 
studied. It has usually been considered to be an isolated phonetic shift 
characteristic of Andalusian Spanish , and , by extension, as in the case of 
the ceceo-seseo, to American Spanish (Walsh 1985, 231-32) . The increas
ing amount of evidence that this change is not a late one, but rather can be 
documented extensively in the sixteenth century, makes us suspect that it 
is not isolated at all but is intimately connected with the reorganization of 
the Old Spanish sibilants discussed above. We recall that the palatal sibi
lant /s/ shifted its point of articulation back farther in the mouth to a velar 
or pharyngeal articulation, with a consequent merger with the results of 
the aspiration of /f /. It could be asked then whether there is any connec
tion with the aspiration of syllable-final /-s /. In other words, could it be 
that syllable-final /-s/ was articulated by some speakers with a palatal 
realization? 

Modern Portuguese has just such an articulation, e.g., estas portas is 
articulated as [estasp6rtas], and this articulation is attested as early as the 
thirteenth century in the Cancioneiro da Ajuda, e.g., Lixboa, seix, and dex 
for Lisboa, seis, and dez (Walsh 1985, 236, n . 3). Such an articulation 
existed in some Leonese dialects and is attested in some sixteenth century 
texts which attempt to represent low-class pronunciation. Thus, Lucas 
Fernandez , from Salamanca , writes oyxte for oiste and other similar forms , 
and Bartolome de Torres Naharro, from Estremadura, puts in the mouth of 
rural characters forms like ex habrado and caxcos for es hablado and 
cascos (Walsh 1985, 237) . 

Although Andalusian is definitely a dialect of Castilian, the conquest of 
Andalusia was a joint enterprise of Castile and Leon, and several features 
of Leonese dialects are attested in Andalusian. For example , the raising of 
final /-e/ and /-o/ to /-i/ and / -u/, the sporadic substitution of /r/ for 
/1/ in onset clusters, e.g., /pr-/ and /br-/ for /pl-/ and /bl-/, and the 
velarization of word-final /-n/ . In other words, the palatal articulation 

35 Present day realizations of -s are discussed in Zamora Vicente 1968, 319-21, and can be 
seen in ALEA, T. 6, maps 1707, 1725-1 732. 
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attested in Leonese would not have been the only phonetic feature to crop 
up on southern Castilian. A recent study of the origin of the resettlers of 
Jerez de la Frontera shows that 45 per cent were natives of Leonese- or 
Galician-Portuguese-speaking areas, and a large contingent of Galicians 
was among the settlers of Seville after its conquest by Fernando III. A large 
number of Leonese participated in the settlement of other southern areas 
too, so that although the dominant dialect was Castilian, it undoubtedly 
was strongly colored by Leonese features (Walsh 1985, 239-40) . This 
would have been especially true of subphonemic features such as a pala
talization of syllable-final /-s/ . 

If then this palatal articulation was a wide-spread feature of southern 
Castilian at the time that the Old Spanish sibilant system was being shifted 
to its modern form, it would be only natural that it would have also been 
affected in the same way. Speakers with a palatal articulation of final /-s/ 
would have had no way of knowing that this sound was any different from 
any other /sf. There is evidence of such a change in other areas remote 
from Andalusia whose dialect is derived from Leonese, such as Tudanca in 
Cantabria, and Andinuela in the Maragateria region of southwestern Leon 
where it is the oldest speakers who typically aspirate final /-s / (Walsh 
1985, 241-243). The conclusion that aspiration is not an isolated phonetic 
feature spreading to the north from Andalusia but rather just one more 
phonetic result of the change from the Old Spanish sibilant system to the 
modem one is a very reasonable one . 

Groups of Consonants in Learned Words 

The tendency to weaken syllable-final consonants had an effect on the 
numerous words that were being added to the Spanish lexicon during the 
late Middle Ages and the Renaissance from classical sources. Learned 
words became increasingly frequent beginning in the fourteenth century 
with the great work of Alfonso X. Those words that contained consonant 
sequences that were uncommon in popular Spanish tended to be simpli
fied according to the general tendency to vocalize or eliminate syllable
final consonants, especially those other than nasals, liquids , and sibilants. 
Thus, most of these consonants in such words were simply omitted: 

/-kt-/ 

/-pt-/ 

/-kO-/ 

Full Form 

efecto 
perfecta 
respecto 
sect a 

aceptar 
baptismo 
concepto 

afecci6n 
lecci6n 
perfecci6n 

Simplified Form 

/-t-/ efeto 

/-t-/ 

/-0-/ 

perfeto 
respeto 
set a 

acetar 
bautismo 
conceto 

afici6n 
lici6n 
perfeci6n 
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Full Form Simplified Form 

/-gn-/ dign-o, -ificar /-n-/ din-o, -ificar 
magnifico manifico 
significar sinificar 

/-mn-/ columna /-n-/ coluna 
solemnidad solenidad 

/-mpt-/ prompto /-nt-/ pronto 

Of course, we cannot be certain in earlier periods whether the spelling of 
a learned group meant that its pronunciation was any different from that 
of words spelled with simplification. Only when the educational system 
and formal practice required that all consonants be pronounced were the 
simplified forms generally rejected. The influence of printing and learning 
and the Academy have tended to work together to impose the forms of 
words with learned sequences as the ones acceptable in standard literary 
Spanish. During the Middle Ages and Renaissance and the Golden Age, 
the reduced forms could be used in literary works as well as in popular 
speech with no special stigma attaching to them. The reduced forms since 
then have been relegated to popular and uneducated speech. 

In a few cases one of the forms has become associated with a specific 
meaning of the original word and thus a doublet is created. Thus, respeto 
has continued the meaning of 'respect, esteem', with the learned form is 
restricted to use in the expression con respecto a 'with regard to'. Afici6n 
has been limited to the meaning 'fondness, taste for something, esp. a 
game or sport', while af ecci6n has kept the more general meaning of 
'affection'. 

Consonant Clusters: /-sk-/ > /-Ok-/ 

In a few words, we see that in a fairly common consonant cluster of Old 
Spanish, /-sk-/, the /s/ has been replaced in modem Spanish by the 
interdental fricative /8 /, e.g. 

Old Spanish Modern Spanish 

biscocho 
esquierdo 
mesclar 
mesquino (< Ar .) 

Viscaya (< Basque) 

bizcocho 'biscuit' 
izquierdo 'left' 
mezclar 'to mix' 
mezquino 'petty' 

'poor, wretched, miserable ' 
Vizcaya 

Such a change could, of course, occur sporadically due to simple chance, 
but given the number of words showing the change we might not go 
wrong in seeking some specific cause. In this case, it is conceivable that a 
specific morphological change, namely the development of an analogical 
extension of the consonant /8 / in form 1 of the inchoative verbs in -est:;er 
(see p. 355). The existence of a quantity of verbs changing from former 
/-esko/ in form 1 to modern /-eOko/, could have provided a model for 
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other examples of the cluster such as those shown above (Malkiel 
1969-70). 

THE MORPHOLOGICAL SYSTEM 

The Nominal System 

The Demonstratives 

The apocopated forms differed somewhat in frequency depending on 
the individual form. Thus, est and aquest competed with este and aqueste . 
The latter forms were the more authentically native ones since apocopa
tion after consonant groups was encouraged chiefly by Gallic influence. Es 
< esse, however, was general in the twelfth century, although undoubt
edly in popular usage there was competition with esse. Esse later came to 
be the standard form, in spite of the general loss of / -e / following /-s- /. 
Probably the reestablishment of esse as the only form was due to analogy 
with este and the need to avoid homonymy with the verb es (Lapesa 1979, 
205-06). 36 The longer forms of the first and second person demonstratives, 
aqueste and aquesse, continued to be found in literary works as late as the 
seventeenth century, but the shorter forms must have predominated in 
popular usage so that they finally became the standard ones. Aquel, of 
course, was the sole third person form. 

Personal Pronouns 

The subject pronouns corresponding to verb forms 4 and 5 were used in 
an emphatic form: nos-otros, vos-otros, which, toward the end of the 
Middle Ages, began to be used as the normal forms even when no special 
emphasis was intended. 

The object pronoun vos developed a shorter form for use after the 
imperative: os. In the sixteenth century this form became generalized and 
eventually displaced vos. 

The third person indirect object pronoun used before third person direct 
object pronouns, which had been /ze/ ge in medieval Spanish, naturally 
became unvoiced to /se/ when the unvoicing of the voiced sibilants be
came more common. As it then more closely resembled the reflexive pro
noun se, se began to be used in place of it and eventually replaced it 
completely (Schmidely 1979). 

36 Lapesa believes that there may have been phonetic support for the retention of -E after 
/-s-/, and cites in support the fact that non-apocopated forms of past subjunctives like 
pudies and amds for pudiesse and amasse never managed to become dominant during the 
twelfth to the fourteenth centuries, at the height of the extreme apocope of -e. The -e in this 
case, however, as in form 3 of the present indicative of the -er and -ir verbs, and the present 
subjunctive of -ar verbs, is a morpheme with a distinct function . This fact alone would have 
encouraged speakers to retain it even when non-morphemic final -e was being dropped 
extensively in all other instances. It is true that the word miesse 'harvest' continues to be 
found until the end of the sixteenth century, but one wonders whether the same is true of all 
other words ending in -s. 
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